
Level of Intensity of Therapeutic Support for Visual Support (high)

                      3                               4                                                  5
    Moderate                                              Considerable                                       Extreme
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Most routines are visually supported with a 
highly detailed list of what to do and a 
detailed list of expected behaviors. Visual 
support is often created spontaneously for 
situations or routines that unexpectedly 
present challenge. Many work tasks are 
broken down into small steps, and using an 
embedded schedule each step is visually 
indicated. A visual first/then graphic is 
provided for many tasks and the "first" part 
of the graphic shows detailed progress 
toward task completion. Staff answer 
questions about requests, routines and 
protests by turning to a visual and  prompting 
the student to look as the routine is pointed 
out. Visual examples of completed work and 
appropriate behavior are frequently shown to 
students as a model. The schedule of the day 
is visually displayed. Rewards and preferred 
activities are displayed visually. Feedback on 
performance is provided visually (e.g., using 
credit sheets, Green Zone, etc.). Staff activate 
reward thinking prior to difficult tasks by 
reviewing visuals of preferred activities. Goal 
attainment, character strengths, significant 
accomplishments, class values and group 
goals are presented visually.

Many routines are visually supported with a 
detailed list of what to do and a list of some 
expected behaviors. Visual support is often 
created spontaneously for situations or 
routines that unexpectedly present challenge. 
Some work tasks are broken down into small 
steps, and using an embedded schedule each 
step is visually indicated. A visual first/then 
graphic is provided for some tasks and the 
"first" part of the graphic shows detailed 
progress toward task completion. Staff answer 
questions about requests, routines and protests 
by turning to a visual and  prompting the 
student to look as the routine is pointed out. 
Visual examples of completed work and 
appropriate behavior are sometimes shown to 
students as a model. The schedule of the day 
is visually displayed. Rewards and preferred 
activities are displayed visually. Feedback on 
performance is provided visually (e.g., using 
credit sheets, Green Zone, etc.). Staff 
sometimes activate reward thinking prior to 
difficult tasks by reviewing visuals of 
preferred activities. Goal attainment, character 
strengths, significant accomplishments, class 
values and group goals are presented visually.

Some routines are visually supported with a 
detailed list of what to. Visual support is 
sometimes created spontaneously for 
situations or routines that unexpectedly 
present challenge. Occasionally work tasks 
are broken down into small steps, and using 
an embedded schedule each step is visually 
indicated. Staff answer questions about 
requests, routines and protests by turning to a 
visual and  prompting the student to look as 
the routine is pointed out. The schedule of 
the day is visually displayed. Staff 
sometimes activate reward thinking prior to 
difficult tasks by reviewing visuals of 
preferred activities. Feedback on 
performance is provided visually (e.g., using 
credit sheets, Green Zone, etc.). Goal 
attainment, accomplishments, class values 
and group goals are presented visually.


